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ABSTRACT

With Programming Languages Infrastructure as Code (PL-IaC), developers implement imperative IaC programs in many general-purpose programming languages, e.g., TypeScript, Python, or Go, to declaratively describe deployments. Using these languages provides access to quality assurance techniques and tools developed for traditional software; however, programmers routinely rely on prohibitively slow integration testing—if they test at all. As a result, even simple bugs are found late, tremendously slowing down the development process.

To improve the velocity of PL-IaC, we propose ProTI, an automated unit testing approach that quickly tests PL-IaC programs in many different configurations. ProTI mocks all cloud resources, replacing them with pluggable oracles that validate all resources’ configurations and a generator for realistic test inputs. We implemented ProTI for Pulumi TypeScript with simple generator and oracle plugins. Our experience of testing with ProTI encourages the exploration of more sophisticated oracles and generators, leading to the early detection of more bugs. ProTI enables programmers to rapidly prototype, explore, and plug in new oracles and generators for efficient PL-IaC program testing.

The absence of unit tests limits to integration testing, where a single test takes at least tens of seconds and often minutes or longer. Even simple bugs are spotted at high latency, hampering the developers’ velocity. Still, developers seem to perceive unit testing as impractically effortful. Related work confirms that, generally, testing IaC is high-effort and needs better techniques [6, 8].

AUTOMATING UNIT TESTING WITH PROTI

We propose ProTI for PL-IaC program unit testing [9, 10], an approach bringing property-based testing [2, 5] and fuzzing [11] to PL-IaC programs at low development effort. ProTI provides fast test execution with high-quality assessment of the PL-IaC program.

ProTI automatically mocks all resource definitions, eliminating the slow integration with cloud providers. Figure 1 shows ProTI’s interaction with the PL-IaC program under test. The automated mock receives the resources’ target configuration T, derived from the developer-specified input configuration I. However, a naïve mock would not provide insight. It would permit any resource configuration, including invalid and faulty ones. Thus, ProTI uses oracle plugins that implement an efficient model of the cloud providers to validate each T. Further, a naïve mock does not generate an observed post-deployment configuration O, which otherwise would be returned by the cloud provider. O is test input because it is accessible on the resource object and can be used in the remainder of the PL-IaC program. ProTI uses a generator plugin that efficiently transforms each T into an O. At this level of automation, ProTI can provide access to quality assurance techniques and tools developed for traditional software; however, programmers routinely rely on prohibitively slow integration testing—if they test at all. As a result, even simple bugs are found late, tremendously slowing down the development process.

To improve the velocity of PL-IaC, we propose ProTI, an automated unit testing approach that quickly tests PL-IaC programs in many different configurations. ProTI mocks all cloud resources, replacing them with pluggable oracles that validate all resources’ configurations and a generator for realistic test inputs. We implemented ProTI for Pulumi TypeScript with simple generator and oracle plugins. Our experience of testing with ProTI encourages the exploration of more sophisticated oracles and generators, leading to the early detection of more bugs. ProTI enables programmers to rapidly prototype, explore, and plug in new oracles and generators for efficient PL-IaC program testing.

The absence of unit tests limits to integration testing, where a single test takes at least tens of seconds and often minutes or longer. Even simple bugs are spotted at high latency, hampering the developers’ velocity. Still, developers seem to perceive unit testing as impractically effortful. Related work confirms that, generally, testing IaC is high-effort and needs better techniques [6, 8].

AUTOMATING UNIT TESTING WITH PROTI

We propose ProTI for PL-IaC program unit testing [9, 10], an approach bringing property-based testing [2, 5] and fuzzing [11] to PL-IaC programs at low development effort. ProTI provides fast test execution with high-quality assessment of the PL-IaC program.

ProTI automatically mocks all resource definitions, eliminating the slow integration with cloud providers. Figure 1 shows ProTI’s interaction with the PL-IaC program under test. The automated mock receives the resources’ target configuration T, derived from the developer-specified input configuration I. However, a naïve mock would not provide insight. It would permit any resource configuration, including invalid and faulty ones. Thus, ProTI uses oracle plugins that implement an efficient model of the cloud providers to validate each T. Further, a naïve mock does not generate an observed post-deployment configuration O, which otherwise would be returned by the cloud provider. O is test input because it is accessible on the resource object and can be used in the remainder of the PL-IaC program. ProTI uses a generator plugin that efficiently transforms each T into an O. At this level of automation, ProTI can
quickly run the PL-IaC program hundreds of times, steered by a generator that provides valid configurations that are ideally in an order that tests bug-triggering configurations as early as possible.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented ProTI for Pulumi TypeScript as an extension of Jest [4] using fast-check [3]. Initial oracle and generator plugins are based on Pulumi package schemas, checking the type-level validity of resource configurations and generating type-compliant observed configurations. Prototyping and using new oracle and generator plugins is simple and facilitates the exploration of new strategies.
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